BTihaes TerduBe uMlilnsuhtiets
Fair like Skin, Balanced like Yin and Yang
That which follows is the minutes of the Hitchcock House Meeting conducted on Thursday, January 24th, 2013.
This meeting was a classic bureaucratic shitstorm, if you’ll pardon my metrological metaphor. Glossing over all
Resident heads Tom and Megan Wood notified residents that the House System Survey for 2012-13 has been
the details that have fallen into the void of irrelevancy due to the lapse betwixt meeting and minutes, let’s go
emailed to all residents and implored everyone to complete said survey. Resident Assistants Maggie Borowitz
over this comical catastrophe. It was shaping up to be the usual drawl of vapid quips and quaps as students
and Evan Hernandez notified residents of the upcoming Study Break to be held on Sunday, January 27th, in the
patiently await a higher class of snack, when our dear prisscess of section two graced us with her presents. The
Green Room. They will also be accepting ideas for future house trips. Resident Master’s Assistant Kirsten
presents being two Tupperware of stolen Bartlett cookies. Hilarity and cheek ensued. As Bobka intervened
Olson notified residents that the masters will be holding tea on Friday, January 25th, with guest Patrick Jagoda,
things once again took typical shape. Nothing much new or peculiar in the preliminary reports, except a
English professor specializing in Trans-Media Games. Snell Vice President Simon Swanson had nothing to
demonstration of Bobka’s difficulty with numbers. For secretary reporting, I roasted the student representatives
report. President John Bobka read item number #173 from last year’s Scav Hunt and then proceeded to notified
for their incompetence in printing paper. Seriously, do they suspect that their jobs are merely to squeak out oneresidents that Midterm Elections will be held at the meeting of Thursday, February 7th. Vice President Sophie
liners once week? Accepting that no one really gives a football-game about the Sections they don’t occupy, and
Holtzmann notified the residents that Hitchcock House had the single highest attendance of any house on
given the fact that they know what’s happening in their own section, why should we have a job that just
campus to January 19th’s day of service. Secretary Jay Cushing notified current Section Representatives that the
“notifies the house about what’s going on in each section.” You kids are a service, not an orator. Rant aside,
posting of the House Minutes is a responsibility of their job. Treasurer Alaina Bompiedi notified the residents
things continued. Things stiffened up a wee bit when Tweri Penisg whispered that she wanted a menstrual cup.
that the current total of House Funds stands at $251.00. Historian Isabelle Langrock notified residents that the
Half the onlookers recoiled in fear, whilst the other half gave ponder to why anyone would want to drink uterine
house meeting of January 31st will be canceled in order to accommodate for House Meeting: The Musical. IM
lining. As if to mark the end of normal discourse, the Section Reps each displayed nuanced excuses for their
Sports Representative Kevin Vollrath notified the residents of the upcoming Broomball game to take place on
inabilities to post minutes. One: Doesn’t understand basic commerce. Two: Has too much pride. Three:
Tuesday, January 29th and that there will be no Indoor Soccer game this week. Further details forthcoming.
Engaging in affairs of sedition. Four: Fear of the unknown, that is Demonic Printers. Five: An attempt to hide
Social Chairs Leah Hirschfeld and Alana Hart notified the residents that there will be a Doodle Poll coming out
sheer sloth. The residents saw fit to punish at least one of these cretins with impeachment. That is, a one
on which residents may select their preference for future social events. Wellness Czar Theresa Peng displayed a
Michael Wang. Out of this turbulent affair, with themes of sedition firmly planted in mind, the issue of Snell
desire for a menstrual cup. Bartlett Representative Abigail Shearrow notified the residents that no meeting had
arose. Usurping control for himself, Tom Wood took the stage and began to lead debate on the issue of casting
been held by the Bartlett Board. PSAC Representative Robert Lipman read a laudatory email from a prospective
Snell out of IM Sports. As will occur with any number of undergraduates in the realm of politics, everyone had
student hosted by Hitchcock House Fall Quarter of 2012 and then notified the residents that the Office of
something to say. Tactics included appeals to friendship and love by Richard Parker, long winded , convoluted,
Admissions was issuing a challenge to four houses. The details of the challenge are as follows: The house that
albeit valid arguments from yours truly, and the classic wait-and-see approach from Tahoe Schrader. Debate
displays the highest percentage (minimum of 75%) of prospective students per resident during the two
concluded with tired and work deprived students agreeing that nobody had time for this. Tabled. Enter Robert
prospective student weekends in April will be rewarded $500 to that house’s house fund. HARC and IHC

Lipman. A brief aside on dealing with impatient undergraduates. Don’t tell them that you have a long
Representatives were not in attendance. All Section Representatives, expect that of Section Three, were in
announcement after they’ve been sitting for nearly an hour on a Thursday night. And if you transgress here,
attendance and had nothing pertinent to report. During House Business, due to negligence of duties, Michael
make certain that you keep your hands clear of your pants. End aside. So good ol’ R-Lip tells a great story about
Wang was impeached by the residents of Section Three. Natalie Wright was voted temporary allocation of
a little prospie that loved UChicago and decided to tell Admissions. So what does beloved Admissions do?
duties and title. The issue of the broken Mortal Kombat coin machine in the Rec Room was brought up by a
They decide to reward the house that inspired this kid. Reward by ruthless, dangerous, and uneconomic
resident. A vote was called on the issue of separating from Snell House in relation to IM Sports due to Snell
challenge. “Hmmm, looks like these Hitchcockers are good with prospective students. Let’s have a building of
House’s inability to split the necessary funding to engage in IM Sports. After twenty minutes of debate not
100 students with questionable security, and bad fire safety host no less than 79 students two weekends in a
verdict was reached and residents voted to table the issue. During General Announcements no announcements
row. And let’s lure them with a prize. How about $500.” “But we don’t have that budget.” “Then let’s make it a
were made. As an supplement, Emily Ehrmantraut would like to notify residents of the UBallet performance of
competition. The house with the best percentage wins!” “Bully!” These people. Oh yea. Shameless plug. Go see
Spartacus the weekend of February 2nd . The performance will feature residents Jay Cushing, Emily
the event that bookends this part of the sentence.
Ehrmantraut, Alison Newman, and Kirsten Olson.

